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The decision to undergo partial nephrectomy (PN)
versus radical nephrectomy (RN) for a localized
renal mass should take various factors into consideration, including tumor characteristics, patient’s
health status and preference, and risks and benefits of these each approach. PN represents a suitable
surgical approach for small renal tumors in favorable locations. It may also better preserve long-term
renal function, particularly in patients who may need
surgery for a contralateral kidney mass or have preexisting chronic kidney disease. Conversely, RN may
be preferred in elderly patients with severe (non-renal
related) comorbidities, in patients with an anatomically challenging tumor location, or for larger or
locally advanced masses.
The presentation and management of renal tumors
has changed substantially during the last few
decades. The increasing use and quality of crosssectional imaging has been associated with increased
incidence, earlier detection and improved staging of
renal masses [12]. Most kidney tumors are now diagnosed incidentally in asymptomatic patients [3]. In a
recent study by Welch et al. examining a large cohort
of Medicare beneficiaries, increase rates of computed tomography (CT) imaging was associated with
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a higher risk of nephrectomy, presumably from incidental detection of renal masses, with little change
in morality [4]. The majority of these patients show
small, localized tumors (T1) and the demand for
nephron-sparing surgery is high, as stage predicts
favorable survival outcomes for these patients [5].
The indication to perform PN has been expanded
and RN is no longer the surgical treatment of choice
for small, localized renal masses as reflected by current international guidelines [3, 6]. Specifically, based
on available oncologic and quality of life data, PN
should be recommended over RN for cT1b tumors
if technically possible, irrespective of the surgical
approach [3, 6]. Laparoscopic radical nephrectomy
(RN) should be offered to patients with locally
advanced tumor growth or in T1 tumors with unfavorable location [6].
There is no debate among urologists in using PN
for most clinical T1a masses. This is especially true
in contemporary practice as experience in partial
nephrectomy grows, primarily driven by the rise of
robotic minimally-invasive surgery. With a relatively
favorable learning curve (25 cases), dissemination of
robotic assisted technology and has led to increased
use of partial nephrectomy, from 8.6% in 2000 to 27%
in 2011 [7]. The increase of partial nephrectomies
performed was attributable to robotic assisted surgery
that increased by 15%, with a concomitant decrease
of open surgery by 33% [7]. With this experience,
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surgeons have naturally started to push the envelope for partial nephrectomy to more complex cT1a
tumors, and larger masses (cT1b and T2 tumors).
Appropriately, this is necessary for patients with a
solitary kidney, hereditary syndrome, known bilateral tumors, and significant chronic renal disease.
Conversely, in patients with significant comorbidity,
frailty, and limited life expectancy, active surveillance
may be considered [3, 6]. The area of controversy
and debate is in the optimal management of patients
with cT1b and T2 tumors, normal renal function,
and a normal contralateral kidney, and is the focus
of the current article [6, 8]. Shared goals between
patients and providers include cure (both of local
disease and to prevent metastatic disease), expose
patients to minimal morbidity (surgical in the short
term, medical in the long term), and maximize renal
function. Surgeons want to provide every patient the
very best personal outcome. Is pushing the envelope with PN necessary to meet that goal? We
believe, for most patients in this controversial clinical situation, partial nephrectomy is a necessary
consideration.

GOAL #1: OPTIMIZE ONCOLOGIC
OUTCOMES
EORTC 30904 is the only prospective randomized
control trial comparing PN to RN and established
the oncologic equivalence between the two treatment
modalities in masses <5 cm for cancer specific survival. However, there was an overall survival benefit
favoring RN, and it has been criticized for shortcomings such as being underpowered and that PN
was performed by low volume surgeons. For larger
tumors, only retrospective data is available, with
accompanying selection bias (patients on average
2–3 years younger and with less comorbidity undergoing partial nephrectomy) [9]. However, multiple
institutional and population-based analyses (both historical and contemporary) have reported that PN
provides adequate cancer control equivalent to RN
for cT1b tumors and recent data suggest that PN
for T2 tumors is not associated with reduced cancer specific survival [10–18]. Mir et al., performed
a timely systematic review and meta-analysis of
over 11,000 patients in 21 studies comparing PN
with RN in patients with cT1b and T2 renal tumors
[19]. They found that the likelihood for cancer specific mortality was lower for PN (OR 0.58, 95%
CI 0.41–0.81; p = 0.001), even when the analysis

was restricted to cT2 tumors (OR 0.65, 95% CI
0.44–0.97; p = 0.03). They also reported that local
and distant recurrence rates were lower in the PN
group than the RN group (OR 0.60 95% CI 0.46–0.79;
p < 0.001).
Traditionally, the presence of a positive surgical
margin (PSM) has been considered a risk factor for
disease recurrence and is cited as a drawback to pushing the boundary with PN [20]. Due to technical
improvements and greater use of PN, PSM incidence
has become less common and is reported in up to 8%
of patients [21, 22]. In terms of surgical approach,
rates of PSMs vary slightly and occur in 7.0% of
patients after open PN, 8.1% after laparoscopic PN,
and 8.7% after robot-assisted PN [21, 23]. However, not all PSMs in kidney cancer patients lead to
recurrence; therefore, there is no clear recommendation in terms of further management of the affected
kidney [20]. Long-term analyses suggest that margins <5 mm or simple tumor enucleation both show
similarly favorable oncologic outcomes at followup [24, 25]. The thickness of healthy parenchyma
surrounding the tumor does not appear to be important as long as complete resection is attained, and
may lead to decrease in future renal function [23].
Intraoperative frozen section to evaluate surgical margins during PN is of minor importance; the surgeon’s
macroscopic assessment of negative margins does
provide reliable results [23]. PSM has no impact
on metastatic-free, cancer-specific or overall survival compared to patients with a negative surgical
margin (NSM) [20, 22], even in with stage T1bT3 tumors >4 cm [26]. Although the presence of
PSM is associated with more recurrences, survival
rates of NSM patients and PSM patients after PN
for a localized tumor are equivalent [20]. Therefore, in considering surgical options for patients with
locally advance disease, PN offers effective cancer control based on a large body of comparative
evidence.

GOAL #2: MINIMIZE SURGICAL
MORBIDITY
PN is generally considered a more technically
complex approach that is more time-consuming and
may be associated with an increased rate of surgical
complications [1, 27]. The risk for common perioperative and postoperative complications such as
bleeding (relative risk (RR) 1.94) and urinary fistula (RR 20.92) was significantly increased for PN
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compared to RN, with no difference in re-operation
rates in a recent Cochrane review including all stages
of disease [28]. Supporting these findings, in a systematic review focusing on pT1b and T2 tumors,
the likelihood of postoperative complications was
higher for the PN group (OR 1.74). In the subset
of cT2 patients, the likelihood of complications was
higher (RR 2.0) as was estimated blood loss (WMD
107.6 ml).
It is not surprising that complication rates are
higher as the complexity of surgical operations
increase. Furthermore, prospective data proposed
that increasing tumor anatomic complexity (not just
size) quantitated using the nephrometry (RENAL)
score, was associated with the development of
major complications within 30 days after PN using
the Clavien-Dindo classification (OR 5.4) [29, 30].
Minor complications were similar between groups
regardless of tumor complexity [30]. As with any
high-risk surgical procedure, these complication rates
need to be taken into context to possible benefit to the
patient (as discussed in the next section). It does not
appear that size alone is the entire story. Rather than
eliminating partial nephrectomy as a consideration
for patients with cT1 and T2 disease due to the possibility of increased complications, the focus should
be on addressing and mitigating all possible contributors to risk. As with any surgical endeavor treatment
decisions and approach should be made in the context
of comprehensive surgical assessment (tumor factors,
surgeon factors, and patient factors including patient
preferences).

GOAL #3: PROTECT RENAL FUNCTION
The expected rationale for expanding the use of PN
would be to preserve renal function (which in turn,
would prevent downstream morbidity) if oncologic
outcome is equivalent to RN [9]. As discussed above,
this benefit comes with the risk of increased surgical
complications. This goal is often the crux of the PN vs
RN debate and the subject of heated discussion: Does
preservation of renal function have a true impact in
reducing long term morbidity (CKD, cardiovascular
events, dialysis) and overall mortality and should it
be done in exchange for a higher rate of short-term
complications? [31]
Initially, literature from other specialties reported
that patients with CKD and estimated glomerular
filtration rate (eGFR) <60 ml/min/1.73 m2 had significantly higher risks of cardiovascular events (HR
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1.4) and of all-cause death (HR 1.2) than patients
with no renal impairment [32, 33]. These risks were
even higher in patients with a eGFR <30 ml/min/1.73
m2 (HR 2.8 and HR 3.2, for cardiovascular events
and all-cause death, respectively) [32, 33]. Following
these reports, single institution and population-based
analyses suggested that reduced renal function in RN
patients compared with PN patients was associated
with worse overall survival. The largest of these studies was by Weight et al., who reported outcomes
for approximately 1,000 cT1b patients and found
that loss of renal function after RN was associated
with 25% higher cardiovascular mortality and 17%
overall mortality [34]. EORTC 30904 provides the
only prospective randomized controlled data (albeit
for masses 5 cm or less) looking at renal function
and mortality in patients who underwent PN vs RN.
PN compared with RN was associated with a 21%
reduction in the absolute risk of at least moderate
renal dysfunction (eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73 m2 ). In the
intention-to-treat population this did not translated
into a mortality benefit, and conversely PN showed a
significantly decreased 10-year overall survival (OS)
compared to RN (75.5 vs. 81.1%). However, in the
targeted population of renal cell cancer patients, the
OS trend in favor of RN was no longer significant [9].
These unexpected findings have been explained
in a variety of ways: study design, accrual, historical cohort managed differently than contemporary
cohorts, and biologically- not all renal dysfunction is
equivalent. Recent studies have suggested that long
term progressive decline in renal function per year is
more profound in patients with medical renal disease
compared with surgical renal disease (5% vs 0.7%)
[31]. In the contemporary meta-analyses by Mir et al.,
patients with clinical T1b and T2 tumors treated with
PN had better postoperative renal function, as demonstrated by higher postoperative eGFR (weighted
mean difference (WMD) 12.4 ml/min), lower likelihood of postoperative onset of chronic kidney
disease (RR 0.36), lower decline in eGFR (WMD
–8.6 ml/min), and improved all-cause mortality (OR
0.67) [19]. Overall, the data supporting preserving
renal function is compelling and should not be lightly
dismissed, despite potential bias in the currently
available studies. The understanding of meaningful
renal dysfunction and risk of development of renal
dysfunction from surgery, existing comorbidities, and
protecting nephrons due to potential renal deterioration from development of comorbidities is still
evolving, and further studies will hopefully improve
our knowledge and treatment decisions.
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GOAL #4: PRESERVE QUALITY OF LIFE
There is limited data with regard to patient reported
outcomes after treatment with PN or RN for cT1b
and T2 tumors, with the majority of studies including patients with smaller masses. In one prospective
study, PN patients reported better quality of life
(QoL), improving with time, in many aspects of QoL
as measured by validated questionnaires, such as SF36 and EORTC QLQ-C30 [35, 36]. Patients after
RN reported an increased fear [35, 36] associated
with living with a solitary kidney, but also less concern about of cancer recurrence. In general, patients
with tumors <4 cm and a normal contralateral kidney
showed the highest overall QoL scores and superior recovery of stress from cancer after treatment
[35, 36] as expected. In a retrospective analysis, the
mean mental and physical component SF-36 scores
were similar between the PN and RN groups. However, patients (regardless of the type of surgery) who
had higher complication rates showed significantly
lower QoL scores in the general health domain, which
may temper any anxiety related benefit [35, 37]. Partial nephrectomy may the correct choice for some
patients from a QoL perspective based on personal
preferences; however, complications will negatively
affect patient reported outcomes.
In a perfect world, we should be designing an RCT
for this patient population, using a contemporary
cohort and technology, patient reported outcomes,
and modern renal function assessment. However,
realistically, this trial will never accrue and in its
place, we have our imperfect literature riddled with
heterogeneity and bias. In the spirit of this article
defending and advocating the use of partial nephrectomy for cT1b and T2 tumors we support partial
nephrectomy for most patients. However, in this time
of exciting progress and rapidly improving technology we need to be mindful that our treatment
decisions embody our common goals and our oath to
“first do no harm.” Our research and debates need to
evolve past just PN vs RN and move toward improved
risk–stratification and truly personalized, multidisciplinary treatment plans.
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